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There’s a haze at the edge of the forest.
On a cold winter day, I sit and stare into the baren trees.
It seemed like yesterday that this forest was full of green.
A large tree stands at the front with leaves turning to gold.
One of few trees near the front that winter hasn’t claimed.
It looks like there’s a lot of green in the distance.
But a forest is tricky to navigate with the eyes.
The future is blurred as colors and branches blend.
All you can do is hope your eyes are accurate.
While knowing those leaves might not ever turn to gold.
I’ve walked through this forest before.
When you stand in the middle of a forest, you see two forest walls.
One behind you, clouding where you have been.
And the forest wall in front of you that never stops moving.
You know what the forest looks like back that way.
You couldn’t even imagine these views standing back there.
But your focus is on the haze in the distance ahead.
What does the future of this forest hold?
Why don’t we take a little journey?
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“I didn’t think anything was going to be that big.”
-Led Zeppelin lead singer Robert Plant to Australian talk show The Project on
the fame and success of Stairway to Heaven
***
When do you ever know the scope of anything in life?
We’ve all had moments when we’ve been places we never could
have imagined.
If you remember back to those moments, you might remember the
feeling. Maybe it was excitement, like you had just come alive. Like
the invisible wall standing between you and the universe was
removed, and this was you acting in real time, one of the rare
moments when you really feel life.
Maybe that feeling was fear. Fear or uncertainty of the future. The
fear of knowing the scope of something in life, driven by the fear
that when the curtain is pulled back, you will be disappointed; yet
still fueled by the hope that you could see something amazing you
never previously imagined.
Since our existence, humans have been driven by understanding.
Through understanding, we adapt and improve. We’ve gone from
caves to the moon, from spears to remote controlled machines of
death, and from hunting our food to Instagramming our food art.
The biggest strength of humanity is the ability to understand.
That fuels our biggest defense: Our ability to adapt.
Those that adapt quickly tend to survive and thrive. Those who
don’t tend to stagnate and die.
But how can anything adapt if it doesn’t understand that it needs to
adapt? And what happens if adaptation goes the wrong way?
Welcome to the mystery of baseball development; a tiny thread that
tugs on the core fabric that is human development.
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Sitting on the first base side in Lynchburg, Virginia in 2009, I stared
at the on-deck circle as Pedro Alvarez does his slight crouch and
takes a few practice swings. I stared to my right and Jason Heyward
is towering over everyone else in right field.
I knew Heyward would eventually reach the majors, just by
watching him on the field that night. I had reservations about
Alvarez, with hope that the Pirates could fix the issues holding back
his bat, and then his glove, and then his arm. I always considered
that moment the first time I scouted baseball players.
I don’t consider myself a scout, even though I have over a decade
of scouting experience. I don’t consider myself a writer, even
though I have 13 years making my living writing about sports.
They’re just tools in my belt, and the belt itself is the measuring tool
used to define a carpenter.
I didn’t have the scouting tool in my belt that night in Lynchburg. I
was no different than the guy sitting two rows behind me, taking
advantage of the dollar beer night special and heckling the players.
The only difference between us was our intentions.
I was looking to add the scouting tool to my belt.
The guy yelled “Give it to a kid!” after every adult caught a foul ball.
I don’t know when I added the scouting tool to my belt.
I pretended I had it for the longest time.
I know I have it now.
I know the core function of the scouting tool.
It’s not a crystal ball.
It’s a measuring stick.
With a clear guide on how to reach every mark on the ruler.
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I can’t predict the future. But I can tell you that I think Ke’Bryan
Hayes is going to be a star, with multiple Gold Gloves and at least
one MVP award. For whatever that’s worth.
I’m not capable of knowing this will happen for sure. Like I said, I
can’t see the future. Hayes stands in a forest, with his past a blur,
the forest wall in front of him a haze, and a new scenery around
him. All I know is that I see green leaves in the distance, and I think
Hayes has a good chance of making the journey.
When I started Pirates Prospects in 2009, there was hardly any
coverage of the minor league system in Pittsburgh. There were very
few team sites around the league dedicated to following prospects.
These days, every writer knows to focus on what the minor league
players are doing. News on the Pirates prospects isn’t the niche it
once was. These days, we’re relying on experience.
One of the worst trends with prospect coverage is trying to project
a single outcome onto a player. One of the biggest weaknesses with
prospect coverage is explaining what it would take for a prospect
with the potential for plus power to actually hit for plus power.
That can lead to the mistake of throwing darts before you even see
the board.
I don’t want to throw darts.
You’re going to read about every single prospect in the Pittsburgh
Pirates’ organization in this book. We’re going to tell you what
these guys could become, and show you what you have to look
forward to in the future in Pittsburgh.
We’re doing that in a different way this year.
We’re focusing less on a single prediction, and focusing more on
scope. By the end of each prospect report, we want you to know
the scope of possible outcomes a player has and how he can reach
every point on that ruler.
At that point, you’re free to throw some darts at the board.
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What is the meaning of Stairway to Heaven?
Ask ten people and you might get ten different answers.
I’ve always loved studying song lyrics, and seeing the various
reactions to the meaning of classic songs. You tend to see people
try to shoehorn a song into the same four or five categories of
meaning: Love, Religion, Purpose, Drugs, and Sex.
The best songs are written in ways where they invoke feelings of
familiarity for multiple people across multiple categories. The best
songs can be any and every category imaginable.
One person might identify with a song because it mentions the
word Heaven, invoking religion. Another person might identify a
different word that makes them feel the song represents their own
unique life experiences.
In the end, they’re all identifying with a song about a lady who is
trying to buy a stairway to Heaven.
Who is that lady?
Is she the Los Angeles Dodgers, outspending every single team in
baseball to win a World Series?
Is she the Pirates, thinking that every prospect that glitters is gold,
hoping that they’ll create a stairway to a World Series?
Or is she any random individual prospect in the game of baseball?
The concept of buying a stairway to Heaven isn’t something that
makes you think you can just pick one up on the next trip to the
grocery store.
In 2020 terms, the lady in the song sounds a bit like a Karen. Shows
up and the stores are all closed, but she speaks to the manager and
gets what she came for. There’s a sign on the wall, but she just
wants to be sure if it applies to her. It makes sense she thinks you
can buy a stairway to Heaven. Just ask the manager if it’s in stock.
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In a way, every prospect in the game of baseball is a Karen, thinking
the rules don’t apply to them, and the rarest things in life can be
theirs. How could you think otherwise, when less than one percent
of high school baseball players even reach Major League Baseball?
If there was ever a perfect microcosm of the idea of a stairway to
Heaven, it would be the path a baseball prospect takes to being a
successful MLB player.
Just like with a song lyric, you can find an entire range of possibility
with prospects. Enough people are covering baseball development
these days that you’re bound to find multiple opinions on every
prospect’s Future Value in the majors.
Which opinion is right? Only time will tell. But what about the
range of opinions?
If someone tried to argue that Stairway to Heaven is a song about
navigating the uncertainty that life is guaranteed to bring, and
realizing that the stairway to Heaven is actually knowing the power
you have to change and direct your future path, I don’t think you’d
get much pushback.
If another person argued that Stairway to Heaven is about Robert
Plant’s love of navigating multi-level buildings, it wouldn’t be as
well received.
A song has an acceptable range of opinions. You can disagree inside
that range, but when you get to the extremes, you had better have a
very good argument as to why this is where you’ve ended up on the
spectrum.
A prospect has an acceptable range of opinions. Our goal in this
book is to define that range by three grades: Floor, Ceiling, and
Likely Upside.
A player’s Floor is the lowest we project him to reach with very
little development going forward. Think of it as staring through the
forest and trying to describe where the forest wall begins.
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The Ceiling of a player is where we think the forest will end.
Obviously if you can’t see past the “Floor”, then the Ceiling is
going to be heavily fueled by speculation and projection.
We’re going to try and define the forest of potential for every
prospect in the system, giving you a floor and a ceiling. We’ll also
have some traditional prospect fun and give you the Likely Upside,
which is our prediction on where the player ends up, based on what
we know at this point in time, and what we project going forward.
The idea is that we’ll give you the range that each prospect should
be graded in across every outlet’s rankings, along with our own
throw toward the newly established dart board.
Our Likely Upside grades are going to end up mostly wrong. We’re
not selling predictions in this book, and trying to predict the future
of human performance with great accuracy is a fool’s game.
We’re offering understanding of each prospect. Our focus is
showing what a player needs to improve upon, how he could do it,
and where those improvements could place him in his custom
spectrum of upside.
I’ve been at the field scouting players for over a decade, but I
wouldn’t be where I am now without the perspective that I’ve
gained along the way.
When I started Pirates Prospects, John Dreker and Wilbur Miller were
already writing about the Pirates and focusing on their minor
leaguers. They both joined Pirates Prospects in 2010, and have been
essential to our rankings ever since, with invaluable perspective
added from their own live reports and analysis of other reports.
John and Wilbur submit their grades for each player in the system,
based on everything they’ve personally seen and heard about the
players, combined with all available information.
I take those grades and create rankings, which we debate, finalize,
run by our network of front office members, scouts, players, and
other people across the game of baseball, then finalize again.
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The end result is meant to give you a look at the system based on
the industry’s perspective, but shaped and fine-tuned by our own
looks and our niche-tailored perspective.
You’re going to see a lot of scouting grades and terms in this book.
Every player will receive a Future Value and a level of Risk. Each
prospect will be graded on a 20-80 scale, with the following grading
system.
Future Values
80 – Elite Talent
70 – All-Star
60 – Above Avg Starter, MidRotation SP, Impact RP
50 – Avg Starter/#3-5 SP/Closer
Candidate
40 – Regular Bench/Bullpen
30 – “Quad-A” Players
20 – Career Minor Leaguer

Risk
Safe – Almost certain to reach ceiling
and arrive in 2021
Low – Strong chance of reaching
ceiling
Medium – Small work to become a
MLB player
High – More projection than results
Extreme – Highly projectable, small
chance of making the majors

In a new feature this year, we’ll also be adding individual grades on
the tools for each of the prospects inside our Top 50. The tools:
Position Players: Hit, Power, Run, Field, Arm
Pitchers: Individual Pitch Grades, Control
The tool grades are projections for what a player is capable of in the
future. Some players, especially the younger players, need to
develop to improve their tools to these levels. We’ll indicate in the
reports what the players need to do to get to those grades.
It’s hard to know for sure what each individual player needs. Some
players are going to need to simply realize that they are good
enough. Once they gain that self-confidence, which might just come
from playing time and experience, then they’ll end up on the upper
end of their spectrum of results.
Other players need playing time to work on specific changes to
their game. Some players need playing time and self-confidence. I’m
not making predictions on which player needs which path. That’s
another area where human performance is impossible to predict.
You just hope the Pirates have the best read on each situation.
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In front of the forest is a row of bird feeders.
Tiny birds fight for one of few spots available.
The black and gold birds of the summer are gone.
Replaced by birds of an undefined shade of grey,
Matching the forest wall haze.

A Cardinal darts down from the trees,
Bullying the small birds away from the food,
The forest sits quiet, waiting for the finch to appear.
Then, a Blue Jay enters the mix,
Chasing the Cardinal away,
Returning the feeder to the smaller birds.
And I sit and wonder:
Why hasn’t Josh Bell reached his potential?
Why are cardinals natural assholes?
Will anyone believe these birds were real?
-Tim Williams
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Does the Stairway to Heaven have a landing?
Maybe a place where you can take a break and catch your
breath, regroup, turn yourself in the right direction, and
continue your journey?
Or, is it just a non-stop climb with no break?
If so, how can we install a lift to this place?
***
The landscape of minor league baseball is changing. MLB is cutting
out the short-season leagues, which for the Pirates means the
elimination of the West Virginia Black Bears and the Bristol Pirates
from the system.
The returning affiliates will be the Indianapolis Indians (AAA),
Altoona Curve (AA), Greensboro Grasshoppers (A+) and
Bradenton Marauders (A). The latter two teams are returning to the
system, but switching levels in a league-wide switch that will keep
GCL and Low-A teams in the same city.
The former short-season leagues will shift to being development
leagues for college-level prospects. MLB has slowly shifted away
from giving out big bonuses to high schoolers, and has shifted
more toward pushing most of those high school players to college
ball. Ironically, that all started when the Pirates gave a $5 million
bonus to Josh Bell as a second round pick in 2011, after Bell had
sent a letter to every MLB team telling them not to draft him.
The short-season leagues are now dedicated to further developing
college players and getting them ready for the full-season Minor
League Baseball levels. In a way, the short-season leagues are
serving the same purpose they’ve always served, now with no
additional costs to MLB teams.
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The outsourcing of player development at the lowest levels will lead
to, and has already led to changes in how teams approach all aspects
of player development. To get a better idea of how these changes
could impact the Pirates, I discussed the impact of the moves with
Pittsburgh Pirates’ General Manager Ben Cherington.
“I hope that one of the effects of the changes to the minor league
structure is that young players can move through a system at maybe
a slightly quicker pace,” Cherington said of the impact of fewer
teams.
A faster progression through the minors for younger players will be
inevitable, in my own opinion. The changes to reduce draft
spending have already led to fewer and fewer prep players drafted.
Teams have adjusted away from taking prep players in bulk, and are
now only drafting and signing the best prep players in the country.
The best prep players tend to move quickly through the system, as
they come into pro ball more advanced. The guys who used to be
late-round fliers are now being pushed to college ball, and their
lower-level development outsourced.
No longer can you take any high school player who will sign, stash
them away at one of your unlimited short-season leagues, and hope
that more than one percent of them reach the majors and maybe
make an impact.
You’re now taking the guys who command seven figure bonuses,
and those are the guys that teams want to get on the field against
competition as soon and as often as possible.
The pace of development has been a hot topic in Pittsburgh over
the years, as many Pirates fans accused Neal Huntington’s
development team of moving guys too slowly through the system.
The Pirates had a lot of talented prospects that their fans were
pining for, and the unfortunate thing is that most of them either
didn’t reach their upsides, or reached them with another team. I’m
not sure that speeding up the pace of development would have
helped the problem with the old front office.
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NOTE: The all tools lineups focus specifically on one area of a player’s game, without any regard to
other tools the player may possess, or his overall prospect status.
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Year

Age

2017

20

Class

AVG

AB

2B

3B

HR

SB

K%

BB%

OBP

SLG

ISO

BIP

A+

.278

421

16

7

2

27

15.8

8.5

.345

.363

.086

.331

wOBA wRC+
.332

109.0

437

31

7

7

12

16.5

11.2

.375

.444

.151

.344

.369

129.0

2018

21

AA

.293

2019

22

AAA

.265

427

30

2

10

12

18.8

9.0

.336

.415

.150

.311

.329

92.0

2020

23

MLB

.376

85

7

2

5

1

21.1

9.5

.442

.682

.306

.450

.464

195.0

SCOUTING: Hayes is one of the best defensive third basemen in the game, and pairs

the defense with solid hitting tools, average power, and average speed. Hayes overhauled
his swing in 2020, making an adjustment to his mindset at the plate, along with a more
open and upright stance, more time on his back leg, and his hands in a ready position to
swing. Hayes posted some impressive numbers in his rookie debut, with plenty of contact
and the best power results of his pro career. Hayes has the potential for 15-20 homers a
year, while maintaining a .300+ average, and adding some speed on the bases. There’s a
chance the power could go up if his small sample of results in 2020 reflects a legitimate
improvement. Hayes will start at third base for the Pirates in 2021, and enters the year as
an NL Rookie of the Year favorite.

FLOOR: Hayes has the defense to stick in the majors as a fringe-average starter at third,
or a strong bat off the bench. This would require a regression to his minor league offense.
CEILING: If his bat, and especially his power numbers play up, Hayes could be a
perennial All-Star, and an elite third baseman, capable of 5+ WAR seasons.
LIKELY UPSIDE: Hayes looks like he’s going to stick as a starter for the Pirates,
with above-average upside as a starter at third base, and a chance to progress into an AllStar third baseman. He’ll be fueled by his defensive value, but there’s enough offensive
potential for Hayes to lock down the third base spot in Pittsburgh for the long-term.
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